Style Quiz C (titles)

If the sentence is correct, place a C in the blank. If you find errors, use copyediting symbols to correct them. You may use the AP Stylebook.

	_____ Mrs. Sally Smith teaches creative writing in the afternoons.
	_____ “I really like Mr. Smith. He’s a cool teacher,” Bob Jones said.
	_____ Senior twins Janet and Jane Jones take different elective classes. Janet takes pottery, and Jane takes band. “Pottery is my favorite class,” Jones said.
	_____ At the assembly, former President of the student body, Jesse James, handed over the microphone to his successor, Shawna Stevenson.
	5.      _____ On Monday, Principal Robert Richards read the letter from the president, Barack Obama, to the students.
	_____ Seniors had a surprise visit from Gov. Bob Miller on Wednesday.
	_____ The head football coach is Dan Danders, and his assistant coach is Mel Medders.
	_____ Susie Stevens said, “I think coach Klein is an amazing cross country coach.”

_____ Classmates celebrated the selection of king Clyde Parsons and queen Callie Quinn at the senior prom.
_____ Gerlina Evans asks her students to call her Dr. Evans since she earned her Ph.D.


Key
1. Delete Mrs. (CSPA's stylebook differs on this point for school publications.)
2. C (When in quoted material, the courtesy title stands)
3. Change the last name reference in the quoted material from Jones to Janet. When two people with the same name are included in the copy, it is best to use first names for clarity.
4. lowercase president. Only capitalize when the title immediately precedes the name.
5. C (The US government and American English styles require the title of President of the United States to be capitalized always, but AP indicates capitalization only when immediately preceding a name.)
6. C (Dr., Gov., Lt. Gov., Rep., Sen., and certain military ranks are abbreviated in all situations in which they precede a name.)
7. C (Sports Guidelines- coach is lowercase unless preceding the name or substituted as a form of address.)
8. C (see #7)
9. Capitalize King and Queen because they are titles of nobility immediately preceding the names of their owners.
10. C (see #6)


